
my dad said i look like a china doll and 
have the metabolism of a supermodel.... 
no i just starve like one
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A reviewer is presented with a random social
media post...

The original slur used to mine posts is highlighted
in red.

If reviewer is inclined, s/he can also mark what they
believe is the severity of the slur... then hit next.

...reviewer decides for it to be a “true” slur, look like a
also needs to be in red (reviewer just clicks those words)

it’s a mental virus, only the weak of minds 
contract the Chink flu. maybe you should 
stop hitting the gym and go to the library. 
i am immortal
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While chink is enough to generate a slur... 

The next slur is presented. It’s important to randomize
them so reviewer is not just seeing “china doll”

chinese communist party is incorporating the xi 
jinping thought in education, it began the brainwash-
ing based on the cult of personality to the children of 
china. xi jinping is trying to become the asian hitler 
definitely. #xijinping #Chinazi #asianhitler

1

Optional:

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I do not recommend this be allowed. Reviewer has to
choose the “worst” slur and the words must be next to
each other.

You can decide if you want to allow a reviewer to click
non-contiguous words in a single post.

it’s a mental virus, only the weak of minds 
contract the Chink flu. maybe you should 
stop hitting the gym and go to the library. 
i am immortal
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Again, all the reviewer has to do is click on flu one time
and it turns red. Reviewer is alarmed enough to select
10 as severity and then hits next.

... the reviewer decides to click on flu and make
“Chink flu” the slur that is recorded.

Geraldo, do you really believe the stats? When there 
is a financial incentive for hospitals to attribute ANY 
death to Chinese virus? Cancer + corona = corona 
/Heart disease + corona = corona /pneumonia + 
Corona = corona. If classified as corona — don’t  
hospitals get all $ reimb.
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Reviewer sees death to china in red, but may not
feel like this is a slur that needs a response

They need to click on death to chinese virus and
turn it green to show this phrase is not enough of
a slur to merit a response

As the reviewer clicks, there are three color options...
red (bad), green (good) and no color (neutral).

Reviewer has to click death once to change it from
red to green, but has to click virus twice.

chinese communist party is incorporating the xi 
jinping thought in education, it began the brainwash-
ing based on the cult of personality to the children of 
china. xi jinping is trying to become the asian hitler 
definitely. #xijinping #Chinazi #asianhitler
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The user would prefer to make asian hitler the slur in
this specific social media post

The reviewer is presented Chinazi as a slur, but is
alarmed to see asian hitler

chinese communist party is incorporating the xi 
jinping thought in education, it began the brainwash-
ing based on the cult of personality to the children of 
china. xi jinping is trying to become the asian hitler 
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Then user clicks on asian once (red) and hitler once
(red), marks it as a 10 and hits next.

Reviewer clicks on Chinazi twice (from red to green
to no color at all)

I don’t think so. They will fail eventually but I want less 
people  to die because of China. From the time China 
illegally sold Fentanyl to cause more than 100,000 
Americans death to Chinese virus Microbe that kills 
people all over the world, people need to unify to 
fight against them
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And even worse, some reviewers may need different
parts of the post to actually construct the slur.

Otherwise, you will have reviewers looking for 
multiple slurs in a single social media post

Process:
1. Table is pre-loaded with slur, like death to china, china doll, chinazi, etc.
2. Social media is scraped for any posts containing these exact phrases.
3. Posts are presented to reviewers, who must expand, contract or neutralize the slur.
4. Reviewer has three options - red, green and no color - all done by just clicking words.
5. Reviewer can optional add some metadata on the level of the slur (1-10).

6. New slurs are added to that night’s scrape of social media posts.
7. Identified slurs (by reviewers) are sent to remediators for action.
8. Remediator reads the slur, clicks through to the post and then sends DM.

9. As reviewers and remediators learn the system, new options can be added or unhidden.

This is not a slur... in fact, it’s supportive
and deserves a compliment comment

This is too ambiguous and the reviewer
would prefer to just move on to more
obvious slurs for review and intervention


